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Background
The multi-market model of CAPRI currently features about 36.000 equations and the
exact number of variables (square system). Some of the equations, especially those
relating to TRQs, are highly non-linear, and in some cases the solver will end up with
infeasibilities. It is very hard to judge in such cases if the final solution can be used
for policy analysis or not: a small infeasibility in a price transmission may relate to a
large problem in market management - say, the market price is below the
administrative one – whereas in other cases, a few hundred tons of market imbalances
may be acceptable. As the user of the model cannot be expected to analyze in detail
the solution listing, the code should comprise elements which ensure feasibility as far
as possible.

Remedies against infeasibilities
Infeasibilities provoked by bounds
The scaling and “search” tactic of solvers as CONOPT depends inter alia on bounds
introduced on the variables. In a square system, such bounds, once they become
binding, must lead to infeasibility as there are not longer enough degree of freedom to
find a solution.
On the other, using +/- inf bounds on a all variables is not a solution, for two reasons.
Firstly, certain operation like divisions or taking square roots and exponents require
variables in a certain domain. If the solver will during its search for a solution
evaluate function based on variables or intermediate results from several variables
provoking undefined operations, it cannot maintain its usual algorithm, and will
almost certainly stop with infeasibilities. Accordingly, security bounds are introduced
on all variables (see arm\setStartVal.gms, arm\setStartValPol.gms). Those bounds
should normally guarantee feasibility and avoid math error trapping by undefined
operations. However, it cannot be excluded that the solver will move a variable

against the bounds defined in the program. If that happens, a small program
(arm\widen_bounds) checks if a variable hits its upper or lower bound, and if a
marginal value is attached to it, and then widen the bounds, see example code below.

The example also shows that once a variable may hit a very small lower bound, it may
be taken out completely form the solution process. Naturally, the equations in
“arm\market_model.gm” must be defined such that the equation linked to fixed
variable is taken out from the model, see below:

However, as some variable require “security” bounds to avoid math error trapping, it
cannot be excluded that infeasibilities cannot be removed. Currently, such candidates
are consumer prices (CPRI) of which is square root is taken based on the Generalized
Leontief functional form used in final demand. Further on, trade flows (Flows),
domestic sales (DSales) and the Armington aggregate of trade flows (Arm2) must be
defined strictly positive, along with the related prices used in the share equations.

Reducing non-smoothness
Gradient based solvers as CONOPT are vulnerable in case of highly non-linear
relations or derivatives. In some cases, infeasible solutions can be found where no
variable hits any bound.
Currently, there are two cases where code reduces non-smoothness in order to help
the solver: the TRQ fudging function and the fudging of the complex tariff system for
fruits & vegs, as shown below:

And

Whereas the changes to the TRQs are reset in each iteration before the market model
is solved again, the changes to Fruits & vegs are retained (possibly should be
changed).
The problem with reducing the non-smoothness is the fact that the parameterization of
the model is changed, i.e. the model with and without those changes will give other
results under the same policy scenario. Consequently, comparing two policy
scenarios, some of the differences shown could be triggered by reduced nonsmoothness in between the scenarios. Accordingly, it would be best to reset such
changes during the iterations back to the settings used in the baseline wherever
possible.

Introducing slacks
The by far most straightforward way to increase infeasibility is to convert some of the
equation into inequalities by introducing slacks. By doing so, additional degrees of
freedom are introduced for the solver, and feasibility can be achieved. The down side
of slacks is the fact that indeed the desired functional and logical relations between
the variable are softened, e.g. supply is not longer strictly based on the underlying
supply function. In order to reduce that effect, one may add an objective function to
the square system minimizing the size of the slacks. That tactic is introduced for
oilseed processing which has proven to be regular source of infeasibilities in the past:

Those slacks are also added to the objective function:

The slacks (fudge) are set to zero in “arm\simu_market.gms” before feasibility checks
are started, given the model a chance to find a solution without slacks even if those

were introduced in earlier iterations. The introduction of the slacks is introduced in
“arm\widen_bounds”:

The slacks are fixed during the final solution of the market model after the pre-step –
see explanation below – to reduce solution time.

Speeding up the solution process by pre-step solving
A key issue in all the problems discussed above is solution time. The solver may
require several minutes for the complete model until the minimal sum of
infeasibilities had been found by the solver. Therefore, and more generally, to reduce
solution time, pre-steps had been introduced. Those are based on the assumption that
cross-price between certain groups of products are generally small, so that the overall
problem can be portioned in groups solved independently, and once a solution is
found for all of those groups, the full model can be solved must faster.
Those groups are defined in “sets.gms”:

And in “arm\simu_market.gms”, there are two solution blocks: one relating to the presteps, and a second one relating to the full model. During the solution blocks of single
blocks, the cross-price effects and those quantity variables entering behavioral
equations on the right side which are not in the block are fixed:

And only the variables in the current block are allowed to move:

The process is repeated, which means that the cross prices and quantity effects are
updated in an iterative way.

